KINGMAN UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT #20
SPECIAL GOVERNING BOARD MEETING
MINUTES

3/19/2021
1)

Call to Order @ 8:05 am

(Action)

2)

Pledge of Allegiance was said

(Action)

3)

Roll Call:

(Action)

4)

Discussion of FY21/22 Budget Outlook

Mr. Roger Jacks, Present Mrs. Carole Young, Present
Mrs. Beth Weisser, Present
Mrs. Jen Shumway, Zoom Conference
Dr. Charles Lucero, Absent

(Discussion)

Ahron- Mr. Vice President and members of the board. It's been a full year, a year full of change, but one thing that's
remained is our financial flexibility that can be pointed back to years of carryover, the way last year kind of fell off a
cliff at the end we left a lot of money on the table, and also with the way the federal government has helped us with
our COVID spending, we'll talk more about that later but I just want you to keep in mind that we have retained our
flexibility and this presentation will kind of go over our plans moving through that flexibility to a time when we
would say, recovery. This is a brief snapshot I think with all you guys should know that it's, it's hard to really give an
entire year, in a couple of hours. It's hard to give an entire year if we had a week to sit here and talk about it. So, we
take a snapshot, we discuss our plans ad nauseum, and we try to set up the platform that we're going to move forward
with and so yes, things will change, and you'll know that I'll be in front of the board to talk about those things when
they come up. If I miss anything in this presentation if we miss anything. Let's add it to the April agenda. This year,
been subject to multiple fluctuations. We've lost a lot of students, we're down 400 from the projection. I made at the
beginning of the year and if you'll remember that projection was based on a flat gross so what we ended last year with
I said we would start this year, and we're down about 450 since then, during this presentation that we're going to talk
about a raise, some additional positions, a lowered student to teacher ratio, amended pay structure for two employee
classifications, and a new procedure for employees. We'll also take a general look at our budget, talk about the
effective federal money. Look at our medical benefits and discuss them personnel shifts at our schools. So here on this
current year outlook.

FY22 BUDGET WORKSHOP
FINANCIAL OUTLOOK, PROPOSALS, AND PLANS FOR NEXT YEAR
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INTRODUCTION
It’s been a year full of change, but the district’s financial flexibility has
remained constant with the help of the federal government and
unspent money from previous year.
That flexibility will continue to buoy our district moving forward and
also provide opportunities for growth during the community, state, and
nation’s recovery.
In the coming hours, we will take you through our projections,
proposals, and plans for the coming year. Feel free to interrupt at any
time with questions, comments, or discussion.
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BRIEF DISCLAIMER
• This is a snap shot of the district with a projection of our resources
and plans for FY22.
• Anything not covered here that the board would like to discuss can be
added to April agenda. Please just make requests for more
information as needed throughout the presentation.
• The presentation offers a lot of detail that we will not read to you, but
we wanted to ensure the board has a robust document to refer to
outside of the meeting.
• Lastly, this document does not serve as an end-all, be-all for our
strategies and plans, but rather a roadmap for how we expect to
handle things in the coming year.
3

Ahron- We have strategically been discussing with principals with admin teams, how do we recapture these students,
because it can't just be COVID, so there has to be some sort of push from our district to, for lack of a better word
entice students to show up and to come back.

Dr. Dorner- That bullet point is really focused on the strategic planning process that we're currently engaged. So,
we've completed our internal scan when we looked at all of our demographics, who are our students and our teachers,
what are our faculty attrition rates or student attrition rates. We’ve narrowed it down to the myopic level and every
detail we can think of, of who we are as a district. Now we have our committee broken into focus group interviews
sections, so we'll have student interviews, staff member interviews, general community member interviews, parents,
local government and business, to ask them questions on you know what is your perception of KUSD, we're looking
at reasons people leave and reason people stay and then whether other providers offering that KUSD could offer. We
lost a lot of students to online schools where there was primavera, or the K 12 or some of the other providers, is that
COVID related or is that our new future. We're going to have our own online providers.
Mrs. Shumway- I've heard a lot about the lack of proper gifted education. I'd be curious to know if a lot of those 437
students are more high achieving gifted students.
Dr. Dorner- That's a great point. We're actually looking at how do we cast the net to identify gifted and truly gifted,
how do we provide services and is it lacking at an elementary level versus a secondary level. That is one of our
committees.
Mr. Jacks- Our losses pretty well spread over K-12 or, do you see it more at the high school level where students are
choosing to get jobs.
Dr. Dorner- It's both, it's really spread out.

Mr. Jacks- Have we done any surveys on teacher salaries, like Bullhead, Havasu, see how competitive we are or not
with our salaries as well as what they're doing with raises next year.
Ahron- We did not reach out to other districts this year about what they're doing with raises, but last year we reached
out to multiple districts, and had their starting pay, their cost of living, compared to our cost of living so we didn't do
that again this year.
Mr. Jacks- Maybe take a look at it just to see where we stand, since that is our competition.
Dr. Dorner- We can create the exact same chart that we presented last year that shows after the Red for Ed and after
our significant raises the last few years where we fall in.
Ahron- We can reach out to the same districts and get updated information.

Ahron- We are proposing a 12 month exempt communications manager as a starting salary of $50,000 261 days.
Which is about $191.00 per day. Internal and external communication has always been important to KUSD but this
last year ramped up the need for continual creative communication within the district outside of the district and
through local media, the position would be directly supervised by the superintendent, while the district's finance
director would act as the managing supervisor, this would be similar to the management structure of a newspaper,
with the superintendent serving as the publisher the final say on any sort of content that goes out and the finance
director serving as the news manager editor, the, person that works directly with the communications manager to
come up with story ideas, direct to the way we want to put out content interview potential, things like that long year

plans and so the idea is that you set up a mini newspaper that's at the service of KUSD only. That's the structure of it.
Qualifications would be a bachelor's degree in English communications or journalism. I don't see us being able to
accept less than that sometimes we do a preferred amount of education. I don't believe we could accept lower than that
type unless someone had a decade, doing it, like experience that's commensurate with all of that education. And then
the documented ability to write stories take photos produce video and audio and work directly with sources and
supervisors, the interview process would be similar to that of a newspaper where that high potential candidate would
need to bring clips of their work, including photos, videos, anything they've done to show us exactly how their
communication management works and so we could see it, you can never really accept these things on face value, you
have to see people's work.
Mrs. Shumway- Where did you come up with $50,000 for the salary?
Ahron- I did a little research with another PR manager. The main thing is that I fit it into our structure, at the top level
of classified hourly, but then you're limited to how many hours that person can work and overtime and all of those
things. So the next step up is an exempt salary manager position in our district.
Mrs. Shumway- I just want to make sure we are competitive. I don’t know if $50,000 with a bachelor’s and
experience is competitive.
Ahron- In this world that is competitive.
Mrs. Shumway- I mean $50,000 is more than most of our teachers are making with higher than bachelor's degrees so I
get that.
Mrs. Young- Most communication managers in the private world with a PR and communications starts usually about
$60,000.
Ahron- This is a 12 month employee, year round 261 days, where teachers are nine months 144 days.
Mrs. Young- I think you're putting a lot of emphasis on writing that PR is going to be a really big portion of it. So,
you need to make sure they've got a lot of skills in that area.

Ahron- That's an hourly position at a starting wage of $12.30 per hour. The district's IT department is responsible for
setting up and keeping more than 1000 devices in the district in working order. Devices in this case refer to
chromebooks laptops and desktop computers. The department is also responsible for the district's network, its camera
and public address systems, the fidelity of various online curriculum, and an assortment of other things. As we push
into online instruction, even when the pandemic ends our need for quality, creative, IT personnel is important and so
we came up with an idea of a training structure, you'd have a better chance of getting into the IT department at this
apprentice level, and then over time you're going to rise to the technician level, and then as it has shown before they
have clear pathways into their administrative level from technician so if you add this apprentice, you essentially have
every level covered and you can train people up and add new people as you go. I've worked very closely with Robbie
to write this up.
Mr. Jacks- It's a great idea and I've always been amazed with IT how much they are able to accomplish when every
year we have hundreds and hundreds of more devices. How are we on other positions like counselors, given what kids
have been through this past year.
Dr. Dorner- One of the changes that we're making is we're reducing the third administrator at Desert Willow due to
the student numbers, and instead of having an intern we are hiring full time counselor so we are good.
Mrs. Trujillo- We're still looking for school psychologists, right now our biggest problem is actually finding people to
come to Kingman. If we're able to fill two more positions then we'll have adequate school psychologists.
Mrs. Shumway- Are we competitive?
Mrs. Trujillo- It’s just the whole world of special education and there's not enough workers into the different fields.
Mrs. Weisser- So, in this discussion of counselors are did we look at behavioral health counselors, social workers?
Mrs. Trujillo- We don't have social workers, we have tried behavioral specialists in the past. Those are very hard to
come by, and the ones we've been able to acquire have not worked out well for us.
Dr. Dorner- Black Mountain is really leading the charge right now they have a social emotional learning committee
where they're sharing the groups that they're holding with the elementary kids, based on their needs based on what's
happening in the community, and they're tracking that associated with behavioral occurrences and needs in the school
so they really driving down that road. They're now in the process of training all of their teachers to have the mind up
curriculum we reviewed the curriculum. All the teachers are being trained in the strategies to identify needs we
certainly talked about the brain, the social emotional aspect and all kinds of things going on. This will be pushed
district wide as we work with counselors. Those counselors really are shifting from guidance counseling even at that
secondary level to the social emotional counselors we just aren't hiring, social workers to do it our counselors are.
Mrs. Weisser- Do we have an extra position in this plan for a behavioral, social, emotional, type of counseling?
Dr. Dorner- We did an add for our autism program a special programs coordinators is already an existing position.
That was where we reduced a third administrator at a school in place of that.
Mrs. Trujillo- We're very excited we're going to have an autism support campus at Little Explorers La Senita. Our
students with autism eligibilities are growing greatly. So, ultimately we'll have the K-8 students there and the 9-12 at
Kingman high school. Our specialists will be able to address the behavior concerns help those students learn how to
function in the classroom, and give them those supports and skills, social, emotional skills will be able to work with
the teachers to help with the training, the visual schedules. So it's really exciting. So that will be what we'll be doing in
July. Since the word has been out our autism population in Kingman is growing, and there's not a lot to offer. So we're
kind of excited that we're going there. I've received four phone calls from parents this week, who are interested in
bringing their students be able to provide this for the good.
Mrs. Weisser- I'd like to ask if we can look at being flexible for two positions added that will be in this room, you're
probably going to need another autism person and the social, emotional, behavioral type counts for whatever licensing
or certification we can get.
Ahron- Shouldn't be too difficult to fold in.

Mrs. Shumway- To be a director you have to have been a principal, could you not go directly from being a teacher
with the proper credentials into a director position.
Ahron- I think you could.
Dr. Dorner- I mean, you could technically, but I wouldn't recommend someone going from teacher to director because
directors have the journey of leadership is a part of what is important to being a director is having sat in the chair of a
principal because you're now directing principals and programs. So, well technically you could but I think it would be
difficult for someone to do that.
Mrs. Young- I agree with that I think leadership and administrative skills are extremely important in that position.
Ahron- Technically, if a teacher came through with a lot of experience and proof of leadership and knocked the
interview out of the park, they would have just the same opportunity to become a director that anyone would.
Mrs. Shumway- I guess I have this idea of this upside-down structure where I think the teacher should be getting paid
more than anyone else, and they take on more responsibility and as you go higher up in the current structure you
should get paid less. We have teachers that are super competent, we've got some teachers with doctorates we've got
nationally board-certified teachers who are out there at conferences, giving lectures, and this idea that, we have to pay
the dues, we have to go through a principalship, to be able to direct a program just seems like an old school.
Mrs. Weisser- I'd like to piggyback on that implement that discussion, in that there's a difference in the energy
taxation on a person, depending on their job. When we're discussing social emotional learning teachers and principals
have a lot more on their shoulder, than a director, because I've been in a management type of position and then as a
teacher. When you have all these souls that you are in charge of all day long in front of you is a different taxation on
your person, then a person working more at a desk.
Dr. Dorner- I can tell you that I have sat in every position in this district. I have been a classified employee I was a
speech pathologists assistant, I was assistant in special education program, a teacher, a teacher on assignment, and a
vice principal, a principal, a director, and then a principal again and now superintendent and I can tell you because I
have walked two moons in every set of shoes that every job is different and there's taxation in all of them.
Mrs. Shumway- I think we all shoulder, a lot of responsibility, teachers I think shoulder the most. But that's just, my
opinion. I think they, recognize that. But what I'm saying is this idea that we have these structures so that teachers will
want to stay with us because the opportunity to move up, quote unquote, is teachers don't leave the classroom because
they want to make more money, teachers leave the classroom because they're done. It would not be difficult to get

teachers to move up into another position. If that position, paid the same, but they had a reprieve. You know, the idea
that they're just burned out and they need something different. If the positions as you say, all have their own struggles,
and they were qualified there's a lot of teachers that would do it just because they need a change, of scenery.
Mrs. Young- I guess my view on the salary is. Our directors our administration works 12 months here. So, if our
teachers were 12 months here, it probably would be about the same.
Ahron- I don't think that's our discussion here is that we're proposing that pay change, and we wanted to give you
context, I don't think anything here at least from my perspective, is none of us are paid enough, but to ask you to raise
the director pay I have to show you context for the rest of the district.
Roger- I think what we see when we look around the room is we have to grow our own. Most times, in Kingman
Unified School Districts, and I think Arizona at large has the same kind of problems because of the salaries that we
pay so we have to have a system that recognizes that we're going to have to grow our own. And there has to be some
type of fairness that goes as you move through these various jobs. I think that's one of the reasons that we're talking
about this.
Mrs. Shumway- We start with a baby teacher, and we grow her or him into a nationally board-certified teacher who,
takes on leadership roles, not growing into five or six different positions up at the district office might be growing our
own means taking something fresh out of college and making them uniquely qualified to do the job that we would
have a hard time finding other otherwise.
Mr. Jacks- I think there's different pathways that you can take one of the pathways that you just discussed, is certainly
a viable pathway. There's others that move into administrative positions. This is all being considered, but we are
where we are because of the compression that we're experiencing right now.
Mrs. Shumway- I’m not saying that I'm against a raise in general. I'm just saying that this entire pyramid is upside
down. I think it needs overhauled.

Ahron- The main thing to know is that we learned in late November, early December that Kairos was going to move
away from Blue Cross Blue Shield and over to United Healthcare, with a third-party claim’s administrator known as
UMR. The main part for our employees here is that the network has a significant overlap. We've already gotten a tool
out to our staff to start checking their physicians and the new network, and when we find out early that a physician is
not connected to the network, or working on getting them added, I think there's a new provider in town Aspire that's
not on this network, and a lot of our staff has started to go over to them. So that's a big focus we've learned in the last
couple of weeks of how do we get this new provider under their contract. Outside of that plan structures and options
will stay the same, their health savings accounts will come over retain their balances the pharmacy coverage will still
be through the same area. There is a push to get people to use the generic drugs. And this could come back to bite us
on an employee by employee basis because brand name drugs are going to cost more money, under the preventative
maintenance drugs. It's going to cost more money to take a brand name than it does a generic more than it does
currently because they want to push people to the generics when those options. I've received this causing some
customer service issues, but as far as big changes go that is the biggest from my perspective, out of state coverage
stays the same. We'll have our wellness programs biometrics, mammograms, and flu shots, and we're going to attempt
to really reach out to the entire district, as far as education goes. And I think that the communications manager can
help with that as well. Kairos didn't believe it was getting the claims management, so we're victims of a couple things
we're victims of our local hospitals, including Sunrise in Vegas in the way they bill, the way they skip pre
authorizations and things like that and Kairos learn that Blue Cross Blue Shield was here's a claim, we pay it, instead
of scrutinizing each claim they're just sending them right through, even when a preauthorization could have been used
and so we're going get more claims management, more customer service, and hopefully more education because at the
end of the day, our employees we have to find a way to help them become better consumers of their medical care. We
don't shop, we just get what's available to us so it's a very fine line is a very difficult thing, but our claims are through
the roof. Our rates are going up by 9%, and we're kind of at a position where the insurance companies saying we have

got to make some changes and so that's the change, they're making and what they're going to expect us to do is
increase our education and the opportunities for employees to learn more about their insurance.

Ahron- This is the compensation budget for FYI 22 This includes all of it. All the raises we've talked about all the
positions we talked about all the benefits.

(Discussion/Action)

5)
Approval of Routine Orders of Business. Documentation concerning the matters on the Consent Agenda may be
reviewed at the Kingman Unified District Office, 3033 MacDonald Avenue. Any Board member may request an item
be pulled off the agenda for further discussion.
A. Approve Personnel Hire Ratification as per attached list:
LAST NAME

FIRST NAME

SITE

POSITION

DATE

Adams
Bailey

Yadira
Shawna

Transportation
Transportation

3/8/2021
3/8/2021

Ingalls

Kristyanne

Kingman High

Long

Angelina

Cerbat

Vopalensky

Aryiel

Kingman High

Bus Driver
Bus Driver
Paraeducator IV/VSPED
Paraeducator IV/VSPED
Paraeducator IV/VSPED

3/8/2021
3/10/2021
3/8/2021

B. Approve Personnel Term List:
LAST NAME

FIRST NAME

SITE

POSITION

DATE

Alexander

Kimberly

Transportation

Bus Driver

3/18/2021

Casson

Mallory

Kingman High

English Teacher

5/27/2021

Convery

Mary

Little Explorers

5/27/2021

Darin

Genelyn

Kingman Middle

KEAS Teacher
7/8 SPED Science
Teacher

Forella

Danielle

Black Mountain

LA Reading Teacher

3/19/2021

Hodge

Sandra

Hualapai

2nd Grade Teacher

5/27/2021

Jennings

Thomas

Lee Williams

5/27/2021

Kelley

MaKrisna

Kingman High

Science Teacher
Paraeducator IV/VSPED

La Velle

Sabrina

Mt. Tipton

2nd Grade Teacher

5/27/2021

Lona

Tiffany

Maintenance

Custodian - COVID

3/19/2021

McPherson

Katie

White Cliffs

7th LA Teacher

5/27/2021

Ramsey

Andrea

Little Explorers

3/12/2021

Sanford

Callie

Kingman High

Scott

Lacy

Black Mountain

CDC Caregiver
Paraeducator IV/VSPED
Paraeducator IV/VSPED

Sellers

Emma

Transportation

Bus Monitor

3/12/2021

Talley

Whitney

White Cliffs

6th SS/LA Teacher

5/27/2021

5/26/2021

3/11/2021

3/11/2021
3/11/2021

C. Approve Personnel Transfer List:
LAST
NAME

FIRST
NAME

SITE FROM

POSITION
FROM

Peters

Pamela

Kingman
Middle

Paraeducator
IV/V-SPED

Sanchez

Monciel

Maintenance

Custodian

SITE TO

Kingman
Middle
Kingman
Middle

POSITION TO

DATE

Paraeducator
Specialist Library

3/2/2021

Custodian

3/8/2021

Motion to approve consent agenda was made by Mrs. Young
Motion was seconded by Mrs. Weisser
Motion passed in favor 4-0
6)

Approval to have 3 separate CTDS numbers for our approved AOI. These numbers will signify K-5, 6th-8th, 9th-12th
grade groups of students with school finance.

(Discussion/Action)

K-5 number would be 08-02-20-205
6-8 number would be 08-02-20-206
9-12 number would be 08-02-20-207
Motion to approve CTDS numbers for our AOI was made by Mrs. Weisser
Motion was seconded by Mrs. Young
Motion passed in favor 4-0
7)

Studies Weekly to be on display for the required sixty days, beginning March 19, 2021
This curriculum will be used for K-5 to expand class and remote learning. It will also engage all students in social
studies and science using AZ standards.

(Discussion)

8)

Authorize the reduction in force of one (1) teacher on assignment position at Desert Willow Elementary School and
take action to non-renew the employment of Danielle Moore.

(Discussion/Action)

Mr. Jacks made the motion to authorize the non-renewal of Danielle Moore
Motion was seconded by Mrs. Young
Motion passed in favor 4-0
9)

Authorize the reduction in force of the EL gifted interventionist position at Desert Willow Elementary School and
take action to non-renew the employment of Robert Norman.

(Discussion/Action)

Mr. Jacks made the motion to authorize the non-renewal of Robert Norman
Motion was seconded by Mrs. Weisser
Motion passed in favor 4-0
10)

Authorize the reduction in force of one (1) fifth-grade teaching position at Cerbat Elementary School and take action
to non-renew the employment of Joshua Tellez.

(Discussion/Action)

Mr. Jacks made the motion to authorize the non-renewal of Joshua Tellez
Motion was seconded by Mrs. Young
Motion passed in favor 4-0
11)

Authorize the reduction in force of one (1) mechanic position in the Transportation Department and take action to
non-renew the employment of Mark Vig.

(Discussion/Action)

Mr. Jacks made the motion to authorize the non-renewal of Mark Vig
Motion was seconded by Mrs. Weisser
Motion passed in favor 4-0
12)

Move to non-renew the employment of Luningning Samson-Warnock for the 2021-22 school year for reasons to be
stated in a letter to the teacher and authorize the Human Resources Director to sign the letter on behalf of the
Governing Board
Motion to non-renew the employment of Luningning Samson-Warnock was made by Mrs. Weisser
Motion was seconded by Mrs. Young
Motion passed in favor 4-0

(Discussion/Action)

13)

Possible action to approve the settlement agreement with Kellee Wyse.

(Discussion/Action)

Motion to approve the settlement agreement with Kellee Wyse was made by Mrs. Shumway
Motion was seconded Mrs. Young
Motion passed in favor 4-0
14)

(Action)

Adjourn @ 10:45 am
Motion to adjourn was made by Mrs. Young
Motion was seconded by Mrs. Weisser

__________________________________________________

Dr. Charles Lucero, President

_________________________________________________

Mr. Roger Jacks, Vice President

